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Mock Trial Honorable Mention
For the first time ever, our MS G&T students submitted six case profiles for consideration in the
Mock Trial competition sponsored by the NJ State Bar Foundation and one of our cases was
selected as an Honorable Mention. The original concept for the case was proposed by L
 isa Wan
and developed by her team which included A
 nanya Iyer, Matthew Regazzi, and Neil Singhal.
Our winning case was titled E
 lizabeth Wayne vs. Philip Fliye and focused on the theme of
plagiarism. The premise is one artist claims that another has copied her prized sculpture. There
were 122 case profiles submitted from middle schoolers throughout the state and we were one
of 12 chosen to present our case before a judge and “jury” at the Law Fair Program.
Once we learned our case would be showcased at the Law Fair, the real work began. All G&T
students then worked together to further develop the case. This included preparing detailed
scripts for each of the witnesses as well as researching relevant legal concepts such as
copyright violation, intellectual property, and fair use. It was especially interesting to learn how
these ideas applied to art work and our case in particular.
Our 7
 th grade students took on the role of the plaintiff, her witnesses and her
attorneys, while our 8th graders took responsibility for playing the part of the
defendant, his witness and the opposing counsel. Students worked diligently to
script lines of questioning plus opening and closing arguments. Simultaneously
we began running lines in small groups and practicing various segments of the
trial process. There were lots of ongoing revisions and improvements along the
way which culminated with a fairly intense rehearsal schedule in early May.

Law Fair on May 14th
The day finally arrived when we were to present at the Law Fair program in New Brunswick. First
we stopped for lunch on the way and students enjoyed a meal out at a restaurant near the venue.

Students had been surveyed to determine who would prefer speaking roles at the trial. Some
indicated they would be happy to take on behind the scenes roles in research and script
development. Although the number of speakers is limited as per NJSBF guidelines, various
students had the opportunity to play speaking roles during rehearsals. After last minute changes
due to illness the final lineup on the day of our official presentation on May 14 was as follows:

Plaintiff Team

Defense Team

Ilana Tipping - Elizabeth Wayne, plaintiff

Jack Scott-Thomas - Philip Fliye, defendant

Juliette Lipari - Shenna Etsy, witness

Jasmine Schaber - Brianna Fliye, witness

Ananya Iyer - Attorney for the plaintiff

Lila Sargent - Attorney for the defendant

Ethan Stein - Attorney for the plaintiff

Max Rao - Attorney for the defendant

Keys to our Case:
Some of the most compelling legal concepts, testimony, and evidence related to our case were:
-

Automatic Copyright - Creative works are c
 onsidered copyright protected from the
moment they are created, however this provides limited protection. Our plaintiff in this
class claims her sculpture and design concept should be entitled to such protection.

-

Fair Use - Permits limited use of copyright-protected works in certain circumstances.
Factors such as the purpose of the new work, the degree to which the original is used,
the impact of the secondary work on the value of the original, and how transformative
the secondary work is compared to the original are considered.

-

Intellectual Property - This refers to legal rights given to “creations of the mind.” Artistic
works and design ideas may be considered “intellectual property” and may receive a
patent, trademark or copyright to formally protect the owner’s investment in the creation.

-

Van Gogh - Master painter Vincent Van Gogh is known to have made replicas of at least
21 paintings first made by another artist, Jean-Franois Millet. Our defendant cites this as
an example of how many artists recreate familiar designs and interpret them each in their
own way claiming this is how art has evolved for centuries.

-

Cheyenne Ramirez - This niece of our fictional defendant served as the model for the face
of his sculpture. Many jurors cited this piece of testimony as a deciding factor in proving
that the defendant’s sculpture was original. This unique name became a highlight of the
event for students, and catchphrase by which they fondly refer to the entire experience.

The Verdict:
When we presented our case both in school before an audience of peer leaders, teachers and
administrators as well as at the Law Fair program where students from other schools served as
our jurors, the verdict was predominantly in favor of the defendant. This in no way reflects a lack
of effort on the part of our plaintiff team, but demonstrates the truly complex nature of the case.
As we learned, it is very difficult to “prove” plagiarism has occurred when it comes to art,
reinforcing the concepts of “burden of proof” and “innocent until proven guilty.” Although the
outcome of the case was certainly of interest to the students, it should in no way take away from
the positive experience both sides had in preparing for and trying the case.

Above left M
 ax Rao presents the defense team’s closing argument. Above right the plaintiff’s
lawyers (Ethan Stein and Ananya Iyer) and witnesses (Juliette Lipari and Ilana Tipping) prepare
to give the testimony supporting their side of the case before the “jurors” arrive in the courtroom.
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Stock Market Game
Second semester students also participated in an online stock market simulation, called the Stock
Market Game. This activity gives young people the opportunity to learn about investment and
personal finance. Each student is given a fictional $100,000.00 to invest in the stock market.
Before beginning this unit, students were first asked to imagine what they would buy if they had
$100,000.00 and could spend it any way they wanted. As you might expect, many indicated that
expensive cars, exotic vacations, designer clothing and the latest electronics would be among
their dream purchases. A few said they would set aside some funds for savings and others noted
they would donate some to charities. With no idea our next unit was about investing - only three
students out of the 24 in our 7th & 8th grade classes mentioned they would purchase stocks - they
were M
 aria Maiotti, C
 y Rosenberg, & Lisa Wan.
Students then had to research and choose which stocks they wanted to purchase. Throughout
the semester, they checked their portfolios to see if their investments were growing or losing. An
added motivator is that the simulation is a competition, not only between those playing in our own
school, but also with 264 other Middle School classes playing throughout the state.
We had two top ranked finishers:
Lila Sargent - Ranked 4th out of 264
Juliette Lipari - Ranked 8th out of 264
To wrap up this unit, students researched and gave presentations on some relevant concepts
including the stock exchange, dividends, corporations, diversifying and risk tolerance. Hopefully
this unit peaked their interest and is the start of a lifetime of financial literacy that will serve them
well in the years ahead.

Summer - Time to Relax & Read!
Summer is a wonderful opportunity to read for pleasure. During the school year students are
often too busy with required reading, school work and activities to devote much free time to
reading books of their own choice.
Summer is the perfect time for them to
choose books that genuinely interest them.
Without the pressure reading checks or
related projects they may remember and
rediscover the true joys of reading!

Reading Suggestions
Try Novelist  - This reading advisory site can make suggestions based on age appropriateness,
preferred genres, previous favorites (If you like…) and more. If you have not previously logged into
the school’s EbscoHost databases you may be asked to enter the U
 ser Name: glen and P
 W: ridge.
Download the T
 een Book Finder App from the American Library Association.
If your child is motivated by checklists and earning rewards, check out the Mensa Reading Program.

G&T Camp
Looking for something more intensive this summer? The Summer Institute for the Gifted (SIG)
offers a unique summer camp model to enrich and enhance each student’s natural talents and
abilities while encouraging them to engage in individual areas of intellectual passion. The
program combines academics with social and recreational activities for a truly transformative
experience.
You can find out more about the program for 13-17 years old being held at P
 rinceton University
this summer July 21st t hrough A
 ugust 10th at https://www.giftedstudy.org/.

